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Be A Light In The Darkness 

 

It would not come that this one would unfold the great and the deep doctrines, but by the living 
of the life and by communication, by that manner in which the shoulder is rubbed with the 
stranger, so will there be a spark awakened and an interest brought about from the magnetic, 
the vibratory fields about this one and is the purpose in this lifetime. 

And how often would it occur that there would be the compelling to go here or there simply to 
meet this one, to shake the hand, and how often there is not the mention of this or that of the 
spiritual or the thinking of bringing this one onto the path or into these understandings. But only 
the shaking of the hand and wondering afterward, “Why did I meet this one? Why was he or she 
brought into the life? For what purpose has there been the crossing of our paths?” 

Yet that contact was made as directed from inner planes, for there are the hosts gathered about 
this one at all times for such direction, bringing together those that are interested. 

Now understand that if there would be one about these planes for some great distance, there 
would be that teacher, as you might understand, or the guide, one to round these on inner 
planes, assign, as it were, and we speak metaphorically, to a great or large area. 

And when there is the glow, the spark of interest, the opening of one of this plane, then there 
would begin the manipulation of the ways in which these would walk their first steps during the 
day that another with such a glow, another with compatible auric field about and with interest 
with the levels on the path would meet one another or [paths] would cross. 

And from the simple meeting, the speaking, the nodding of the head, the passing within auric 
field of vibration, one then on lower step might be lifted. And without a realization that would 
come to the one, he would be led to this or that situation or a book here, a book there, without 
knowing the contact that has been made, and such instruction will come. Then there has been 
one who was the catalyst, never speaking of this or that, but only being that which would cause 
the change. 

Now understand that one given to the purposes of God might never be given such a ministry 
that would be dramatic in nature or that would bring praise or recognition. But never would it be 
possible that a soul on your plane would say to the Master, “Use me. Make me productive,” that 
is does not become so.  

Then understand, that you will not always know the good that you have accomplished and 
where you feet have taken you nor the purposes for this. And those steps taken on inner planes 
and the contact made may never be realized, for even as the Master has spoken, “If the reward 
be recognized, then you have your reward, but how much greater that that reward be laid up in 
heaven where then you may grow and pride cannot become the stumbling block, for you were 
not aware of the accomplishment.”   
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But make the self accessible to those on inner planes who would communicate, not only by the 
word of the mouth, but by the touch of the hand, by the attitude, by the interest, by the love that 
would come forth. And will not the students be led and others prevented from coming? And will 
not those be chosen that will come into the life? 

Then understand in the difficult situations, whether within the family or within these others that 
would be brought, understand that there is assistance here and guidance f[rom] those who wait. 
And where there is the sparrow with the broken wing or the child fallen by the wayside, would 
you make the self available, for there are those here on inner planes whose heart would go out 
to one stumbling, faltering and would look for a strong one, a light in the darkness. And if there 
would be the willingness within thy heart, then those on inner planes will guide their steps to 
you. 
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